
Seagull Aviat A-1C Christen Husky 2030mm 15-20cc ARF

Art.Nr.: BT-SEA180N

Seagull SEA180N - Aviat A-1C Christen Husky 203cm 15-20cc 
Gas ARF

The full-scale Aviant Husky (formerly Christen Husky) has been one of the 
best-selling light aircraft designs since certification was awarded in 1987. 
This 203cm wingspan Seagull scale Husky model is manufactured from 
choice select balsa and plywood. Masterfully finished with genuine 
Oracover film covering for long-lasting durability and easy repairs. The two-
piece plug-in wings feature barn-door ailerons and large flaps, for 
outstanding control. Easy to transport thanks to the 2 piece wing, quick 
connect wing struts and compact transport size. A convenient top hatch 
built-in makes glow or electric power an easy setup.
  

Upgrade structures and contructions to accept gas/petrol engines and 
electric motor
Compatible LED lights
Two-piece plug-in wings with anodized aluminum wing tube
Airfoil-shaped wing struts with matching paint finish
Scale-type flap and aileron hinges
Scale landing gear with matching paint finish and Air Rubber Wheel 4.5”
Magnetically-secured top hatch
Upgrade structures and construction to accept gas engine and electric 
motor
High quality balsa and balsa plywood, these make light weight 
construction
Accurate scale outline and appearance
Pilot, pilot seat, and instrument panel decal included to increase scale 
appearance
Two-piece, plug-in wings with aluminum tube joiner to allow convenient 
transport/storage
Quick connect/disconnect wing struts simplify field assembly and 
transport/storage
Adjustable EP motor box included for easy electric motor power options
Functional flaps for enhanced flight characteristics and realism



Fiberglass control horns are included for cleaner installation
Painted fiberglass cowling and wheel pants matches film covering nicely
All necessary hardware included
Spinner included (2.25″)

Specs:

Wingspan: 203cm
Wing area: 59.5dm2
Weight: 5.2kg
Length: 127cm
Engine: 15-20cc Gas
Radio: 6 channels with 7 servos

Electric Conversion:

Motor: ”.90” / 1800 Watts
Propeller: 16x8 ~ 18x8
ESC: 85A
6-8S LiPo

PREIS:

Unser bisheriger Preis 573,00 EUR
Jetzt nur 414,00 EUR
Sie sparen 28 % /159,00 EUR
inkl. 19 % MwSt. zzgl. Versandkosten

https://www.bay-tec.de/bay-tec-shop20/popup_content.php?coID=100

